National ICT Program- A Lever to Change Teachers' Work
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Abstract The current research examines the impact of the national ICT program on changing classroom performance of teachers in regard to both use of technology and perception of resulting changes. The research methodology integrated qualitative and quantitative methods. A total of 1,035 elementary school teachers who joined the program in 2010-2011 participated in a semi-enclosed questionnaire that was constructed especially for this research. The main finding indicates that a large-scale change occurred in teachers' classroom activity and in their perceptions of pedagogical essence, which is necessary for the integration of technology into teaching. However the findings indicate that most teachers use technology as a supplement for existing teaching-learning methods, and do not implement a meaningful change in their work that may lead to transforming the teaching-learning task from traditional to advanced digital teaching methods. It can be assumed that if the educational system continues to support the training of teachers and consistently and systematically outlines a suitable pedagogical path, a significant change in teachers' work characteristic of teachers can be expected in the course of the next several years.
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1. Introduction

Preparing educational system graduates for the 21st century is a need and major national goal in Israel. Since 2010 a national multi-year ICT program has been implemented under the title “Adapting the Educational System to the Needs of the 21st Century”. The program encompasses hundreds of elementary and middle schools that constitute about 40% of Israeli educational institutions.

The program focuses on organizational and pedagogical aspects within schools and relies on support and resources from a national and local level. Goals of the program include: (1) laying the groundwork for a technology-rich environment; (2) training of internal teaching staff in schools, including principals and ICT coordinators in charge of the process within the schools; (3) preparing teacher teams to use and apply their digital teaching/learning integrated technology in the classroom; (4) promoting teaching and learning processes that implement personal and collaborative building of knowledge and independent inquiry-based learning combined with innovative technological tools; (5) creation of and accessibility to learning materials suitable for digital use; (6) using the LMS teaching system as an online organizational tool; (7) establishing a broad base of learning with home and class continuity, while expanding class and time-effective learning boundaries, and (8) responding to varied learners and diverse learning styles [16].

2. Literature Review

2.1. Implementing Changes in the Educational System in Accordance Suitable to the Information Age

In the technology age we live in, the implementation of teaching digital learning in schools is necessary in order to prepare graduates who will have the required skills for life in the information age. According to literature, it is expected that schools incorporating ICT over a period of time will experience significant changes in teaching methods and in the role of the teacher [14]. However the pressure on schools to present themselves as "innovative" often causes them to carry out actions that represent change, without having the change rationale become incorporated into the school's culture [8]. Teaching integration of digital learning in schools is a long term process that occurs only when there is a change in systematic and individual characteristics as follows: (1)
educational vision that supports school culture [8]; (2) empowering ICT leaders to provide support and school leadership [1]; (3) professional, pedagogical and technological development for educational use and creation of teaching activities [22] and (4) changing the perception of the role of the classroom teacher to become both a colleague and a partner in the process and for the student to use ICT as a tool for learning, creating and sharing knowledge [15].

Fullan [9] defines three gradual dimensions of change in implementing teaching digital learning: (1) use of new hardware and software materials; (2) adoption of new teaching/learning practices and (3) changing beliefs and insights. It is a gradual and hierarchical process, with the first stage being the adaptation of technology for existing teaching-learning habits. At this stage technology will be used as a tool for a diversified illustration beyond the "board and chalk" and posters and written material. Later, when teachers have mastered this stage, their use of technology will increase, although their use of technology will still be technical in its nature. Rubric for characterizing and evaluating ICT teaching activities demonstrates the characteristics of socio-constructivist digital learning, referring to this level as an intermediate step on the way to optimize the use of technology for teaching and learning needs. According to this rubric: "The technological component might create interest and innovation, but with no fundamental change in the essence of the learning." [22].

The second stage of change is reflected in implementing pedagogical rationale with optimal digital learning. This is based on a learning community, on intelligent use of digital communication among learners and between the learners and the teacher, with cooperative information using a collaboration of online tools and a routine use of digital information accessible to any learner, anytime, anywhere [20]. At this stage the use of technology becomes valuable for teachers, since technology becomes essential in carrying out directed activities. According to the rubric, this is the stage where "Technology is essential for the activity. Students are referred to a variety of rich, current websites. They interact with the content by using Web 2.0 tools as active participants in online dialogue" [22].

Implementation of digital learning targeted at the student and conducted in an online learning environment is rich and up to date. The teacher must consider how to integrate the content taught with the new technological tools, based on the unique features and capabilities that characterize these tools. The teacher must plan how to use them, the degree of synchronization and the cooperation required to meet the objectives and requirements of learning [2]. This change can be accomplished through collaboration tools and construction of knowledge, provided by Web 2.0 technology. This enables the acquiring of knowledge through cooperation and communication, sharing textual, visual and auditory information with colleagues, and allowing students to add, edit, comment and respond to the information presented by other learners, whether jointly or individually. Acquisition of these teaching skills is part of the requirements demanded by the ICT program for teachers [16].

### 2.2. Meaningful Digital Learning

Learning becomes meaningful in a situation where learning is perceived as important, valuable and meaningful to the learner, in alignment with his world, the world of his concepts, his cognition and emotion. Therefore the presence of the learning process shapes the learner's life and reality, his personality, talents, and future development [16]. Digital learning is the innovative, pedagogical infrastructure of the 21st century, leading to meaningful learning. This includes applying the full range of pedagogical learning methods, using information and technology-based communication that enables empowered learning [19]. In this approach, the content and knowledge learned must be relevant to changing reality, while in addition to knowledge, students must acquire relevant skills required for optimal functioning in the 21st century. Such instruction, matched to student diversity, allows evaluation and feedback in real time, promotes the processes of teaching-learning assessment targeted at the individual and emphasize the development of learners capable of independent learning [24,25]. This learning occurs in a social context, removing barriers between the school and the outside world and allowing learners to integrate into society and to act in an ethical manner [19].

Digital learning is based on the accessibility of content units and existing digital teaching materials, along with intelligent use of information sources on the web, available to both teachers and students. Access to information from the network enables compliance with knowledge construction processes, research activities, exploration, sharing, and expanding. Such pedagogical activities require teachers to acquire knowledge that combines both the ability to use processes of teaching-learning-assessment quality and the ability to use technology. Koehler & Mishra [13] call this innovative knowledge: "TPACK - Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge". This knowledge characterizes the teacher's ability to wisely integrate technology into teaching and to design learning activities that include technology based on up-to-date pedagogical principles and practicality [22,25].

As far as we know, integrated evaluation research has not yet been carried out to examine the nature of the use of technological tools by teachers for teaching-learning purposes, nor has the relationship been explored between the use of these tools in changes caused by a new national, extensive ICT program. This research was created for that purpose.

### 2.3. The Research Purpose

The purpose of the research was to evaluate the level of influence the ICT program has on teachers' work.

### 2.4. The Research Questions

1. What are the technological tools used by the teacher for teaching and learning and how are they used in teaching and learning?
2. How do teachers perceive the changes they undergo following the entry of the ICT program into the school?
3. Is there a connection between teachers who use various technological tools and their understanding of the ICT program's influence on their work?
3. The Research Method

This is an integrated research method—both qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative portion examines the process of change, in regard to the reports of the teachers on the uses of technological tools and services in practice. The quantitative portion examines the results of the changed process following the entry of the ICT program to the school. The combination of quantitative and qualitative findings may contribute to a deeper and more significant understanding of the nature of change in the teacher's work through applying digital learning.

3.1. Participants

The research involved 1,035 teachers in primary schools who joined the national ICT program, "Adapting the Education System to Needs of the 21st Century" in 2011-2012. Samples of participants were taken in a random manner. Questionnaires were sent to all of the teachers in the ICT program, about 2,000 teachers in all.

Of the questionnaires received, 341 responses were from teachers in the first year of the program (32.9%) and 694 responses were from teachers in the second year (67.1%). Of all the teachers who responded to the questionnaire, 718 were from the Jewish sector (69.4%) and 317 were from Arabic speaking teachers (Arab, Druze and Bedouin) (30.6%). These teachers have an Mean of 15 years in teaching and education experience (M = 15.12, SD = 9.35).

3.2. The Research Tools

The research consisted of a semi-closed questionnaire developed for the research, which contained three parts.

The first part examined the characteristics of the technological tools that were given as most useful by the teachers. The teachers were asked to report openly about technological tools and applications by the degree they are used in teaching and learning, with the level of efficiency as much higher in the first tool and lowest in the last tool. The maximum number of tools they were asked to report on were an overall of five with side notes of examples and descriptions of their uses.

The second part examined the level of impact the ICT program had on the teachers' teaching-learning. Teachers were asked to elaborate on the main change that occurred following their entry into the school's ICT program.

The third section examined the impact of the program on the teacher's work in an online environment. In this section, eleven items were developed, based on the principles of professional development which are presented in literature [17] and the national ICT targets [16]. Teachers were asked to present their views on the question: To what extent has the ICT program affected your work in an online environment with the various items as shown in Table 1? The Likert-type scaled questionnaire had five levels and ranged from "not at all" (1) to "very much" (5). The reliability of the questionnaire was α= 92.

A free factor analysis (type Principal Components) with a Varimax rotation type did not cause distribution to factors. Therefore, an additional factor analysis has been made with two conditional factors, so that two Eigen values were received greater than 1, resulting altogether in 67.95% of the variance. Table 1 presents the details of the item factors.

### Table 1. Results of Factor Analysis- Impact of the ICT program on teacher's work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation of technological-pedagogical innovations</th>
<th>Gaining technological-pedagogical knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q3. Working with students using digital tools on the web to increase creativity and learning</td>
<td>q8. Development of personal skills of searching, checking and selecting information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q4. Development of class sites and sub-content for teaching and learning needs</td>
<td>q9. Awareness of ethical challenges as a result of conduct on the web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q5. Combination of various media in online teaching and learning needs</td>
<td>q7. Development of personal skills for using information and communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q1. Choosing and matching of online activities for teaching and learning needs</td>
<td>q5. Exploring digital content with in sub-content areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q6. Combination of digital content in learning and teaching</td>
<td>q10. Exchanging information with colleagues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the end of the questionnaire the teachers answered demographic questions (teaching seniority, region, number of years in the program and sector).

3.3. The Research Process

In late 2012 a questionnaire was distributed among teachers in elementary schools from various regions in the country who were coming into the ICT program "Adaptation of the Education System Needs of the 21st Century", and were working in the first or second year of the program. Teachers were asked to complete the questionnaire online. Completion of the questionnaire took about 30 minutes.

3.4. Data Analysis

In the first part 84% of the teachers described uses of technological tools. 16% of the teachers did not respond. Some of them may have misunderstood or did not read the question carefully, resulting in some of the answers being vague and general with descriptions such as "internet", "projector", "computer", without reference to specific tools. It was therefore decided that this data would not be incorporated into the results. However, reports that included a detailed explanation regarding the way of implementing the tool without specifying the name of the tool were interpreted by the investigators as to the teacher's intentions.

The second part of the questionnaire was answered by 97% of the teachers and the third part was answered by 100% of the teachers. In the first and second parts, analysis was conducted based on the "grounded theory in the field" approach [5]. Each part had a separate content analysis performed. The process of building and phrasing categories included three main steps: (1) open coding: repetitive themes, (2) axial coding: remapping of the findings along the axis of each category, according to the same themes and (3) selective coding: broadening of the categories and themes. The goal was to reach the "core categories" and through them explain the different uses of teachers' technology tools and perception of change following the ICT program. The third part was statistically analyzed using the SPSS.
4. Findings

4.1. The Technology Tools Used by the Teacher for Application of Digital Teaching-Learning

With reference to the initial research question "What are the technological tools used by the teacher for teaching-learning, and how are they used in teaching-learning?”, teachers were asked to report on up to five technology tools, ranked according to their use in teaching and learning and to provide examples of how they apply them. The mean each teacher reported on two tools. A content analysis was conducted on the statements given by the teachers. These statements were grouped into nine categories presented.

4.2. Categories of the Tools the Classroom Teacher Uses

1) **Tools of visual demonstrations**- Photo albums, watching YouTube and other videos and editing their information, Google Earth, simulations, concept organizers (like Popplet), illustration via visual embodiment. Two tools that have especially been emphasized were YouTube and Google Earth stock videos. Teacher quotes (examples): "... I often use visuals ... videos serve as an important instrument for me, for the purpose of presenting a topic or theme summary ..." "the Google Earth tool - is used in geography lessons to illustrate phenomena and characteristics of places ... and in Bible lessons - to illustrate the places mentioned in the Bible ..."

2) **Digital content**- Watching, using and displaying of online class materials such as professionally produced content, by various means, including digital books. Teacher quotes (examples): "Screening of the digital book and presenting the concepts and pictures in the book in front of all the students. Facilitating a discussion about the ideas the book raises." "... I present the learning material to the students (on the Educational Technology Center website)."

3) **Production tools**- Lyricist, presentations, spreadsheet, video producing and editing, etc. ("Office" tools). Teacher quotes (examples): "... After I teach the students about the tool (Smart-Art) I ask them to present information taught through an appropriate chart...", "With the help of Publisher, I prepare posters and postcards with the students." 

4) **Collaborative tools**- Exposing the students to learning through blogs, forums, shared documents, social networking, surveys, etc. The most common tools were Google Docs, social networks, and forums. Teacher quotes (examples): "In the forum we give out feedback of the students’ results following the presentation - the lectures that children give in class..." "First I made a digital form. Then, during class, the students’ explanations were gathered following a mathematical question regarding the need to impart the skill of writing mathematical explanations..."

5) **Pedagogical management tools**- Managing learning (attendance, grades, behavior) through a designated pedagogical network tool. Teacher quotes (examples): Management and registration - attendance, equipment, homework, behavior, participation, and more ...

6) **Media tools**- E-mail, forum, chat, texting, Skype, video conferences. The main tools were e-mail and chat. Teacher quotes (examples): "I often carry out work through the forum, which allows 'Ping Pong' - sending papers between the teacher and student for improvement and notes..."

7) **Information retrieval tools**- Retrieval of web information, use of online databases designated for learning topics, and general buffers such as encyclopedias, Wikipedia, Wikitionary, etc. The most frequently used tool was Google, a search engine. Teacher quotes (examples): "... Following the annual lesson on leaders, children wrote questions and found answers using the references presented on the school portal...

8) **Organizing information on Cloud tools**- Dropbox, Google Drive, Microsoft SkyDrive. Teacher quotes (examples): "... Students in the class are creating joint presentations together..."

9) **Game tools**- Various games and comics (like ToonDoo). Teacher quotes (examples): "... During language class I created a comic illustrating a dialogue between characters..."

Content analysis shows that technological tools used by teachers for teaching are diverse digital learning. Categories of "Organizing information on Cloud" tools and "Game tools" had a comparably low level of use; therefore these categories were omitted from further analysis. Figure 1 shows the frequency of use of the teachers’ most preferred technology tools.

Figure 1. Prevalence of the technology tool's use with the highest priority (N=1035)

Figure 1 shows that the use of visualizations is most often followed by the use of digital content. An interesting finding was obtained in the category of the most preferred tool. In this category, it was found that about a third of the teachers prefer the use of visualization tools, about a fifth of the teachers prefer the use of digital content and only about a tenth of the teachers reported that the collaborative tools are their most preferred tools.

4.2. The Perception of Change Following the ICT Program

With regard to the second research question "How do teachers perceive the changes they undergo following the entry of the ICT program into the school?" Content analysis was conducted and the reports were coded, resulting in twelve categories. Usually a teacher would indicate which change is the most significant one for them, within at least two categories. The most common category is 'illustrative'. It was discovered that 40.8% of teachers report that the main change that occurred following their...
national ICT program was the use of technology for illustrative purposes. Another common category is 'motivation for learning'. It was found that 33.7% of teachers report that they use technology to motivate student learning. According to them, the integration of technology in teaching and learning creates a stimulus and greater level of interest. Teachers reported that the lessons are becoming more interactive, interesting and challenging, for example: "...it is easier to illustrate, to explain. Children can learn visually and track what has been done in the class... teaching is dynamic, the visualized illustrations stimulate the students to gain interest in many subjects". Categories that emerged and were noted as used rarely were 'improving the learning environment', 'thought development', 'sharing' and 'communications'. It was found that between 2.4% and 4.6% of teachers reported changes in these areas. This indicates that few teachers reported a change their work following the national ICT program with regard to improving the learning environment in the classroom, promoting development of higher-order thinking, cooperative learning development and creating a more continuous communication between all those involved. Figure 2 shows the frequency of the teachers' change characteristics following the entry of the ICT program in school.

4.3. Impact of the Program on Teachers' Work in an Online Environment

With regard to the third research question concerning the relationship between the use of types of technology tools and the understanding of the influence the program has on their work, the initial matter to be tested was between the two variables defined as expressing the concept of the ICT program's effect: (1) implementation of technological-pedagogical innovations and (2) acquisition of technological-pedagogical knowledge. The Pearson correlation was made between the two, and a positive, high and significant correlation was found (r = 0.77, p <0.01). This signifies that as much as the program contributes to the implementation of technological-pedagogical innovation in the classroom, the more it contributes to acquiring technological-pedagogical knowledge, and vice versa. Figure 3 shows the Mean of each variable (Comment: Details q1-q10 in Table 1).

Table 2. Means, standard deviations and F values of the components of the impact of ICT program (N=1025)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use of Information retrieval (N = 110)</th>
<th>Use of Visual illustrations (N = 136)</th>
<th>Use of Collaborating and Communication tools (N = 78)</th>
<th>Use of Producing tools (N = 201)</th>
<th>Use of Digital content (N = 201)</th>
<th>No use (N=168)</th>
<th>F (5-1019)</th>
<th>η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application of Technological-Pedagogical innovations</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acquiring Technological-Pedagogical Knowledge</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows statistically significant differences, which were found in a mean application of the technological-pedagogical innovation and mean acquisition of technological-pedagogical knowledge between teachers who use various technological tools. Further on, analyses were conducted of comparison between pairs according to Scheffe, in order to locate the source of the differences between the teachers. These analysis results clearly showed that teachers who use collaboration and communication tools in their work...
report that the ICT program affects the implementation of the technological-pedagogical innovation in the classroom to a greater extent than the teachers who use production tools, visual illustrations, information retrieval and who are not using the tools at all. However, no significant differences were found between teachers who use collaboration and communication tools and those who use digital content.

In addition, the analysis results clearly demonstrated that teachers who use collaboration and communication tools in their work, report that the ICT program affects the acquisition of technological-pedagogical knowledge to a greater extent than teachers who use digital content, information retrieval and who do not use it at all.

Furthermore, the Scheffe analysis results clearly showed that teachers who use digital content and visual illustrations report that the ICT program affects the implementation of the technological-pedagogical innovation to a greater extent than teachers who do not use technological tools (Figure 4).

**Figure 4. Differences between the types of technological tools (N= 1025)**

**5. Discussion and Conclusions**

Since 2010 the Israeli educational system has implemented an ICT program "Adaptation of the Educational System to the 21st Century" in order to achieve pedagogical change which will promote significant learning and acquisition of 21st century skills. In this research multiple indicators of combination digital teaching-learning were examined. The synergy from the merged results of these indicators is clearly demonstrated through changes in the schools. At first, the technology tools were examined, as they were used by teachers for the purpose of teaching-learning, followed by an examination of their perceptions regarding the changes they underwent following the entry of the ICT program into the school system. The last section examined attitudes about the impact of the ICT program on their work in the context of implementation of technological-pedagogical innovation and acquisition of technological-pedagogical knowledge.

Research findings show that following the entry of the ICT program into the school, significant change occurred in teachers’ perceptions regarding understanding the additional value of integrating technology into teaching. Most teachers indicate that ICT helps them illustrate complex content and creates motivation for learning among students. Some refer to the professional empowerment they experience as teachers following the acquisition of technology skills, allows them to open up to a world of teaching and learning beyond what they knew previously. For example, teachers wrote that "the combination of internet study materials varies learning methods and helps the students understand the lessons. This learning is experiential. It allows exposure to new and extensive information, (...) shared teacher-student learning while allowing the use of educational materials from the internet... (...) The main change is the experience that was created for me and the students. ICT encourages them to know and search for themselves and that is why the lesson becomes more interesting for the students and for me (...)".

The research reveals the technological tools used by teachers in their work and the additional value they attribute to the use of these tools for teaching. Tools which were found as particularly prominent were the visualization illustration and digital content tools. Teachers reported that "presentation of the materials in different ways and in more ways than of those in the past, i.e., a combination of content, movies, presentations, e-learning activities (...) I have added another tool to my teaching, which allows me to illustrate abstract concepts in various ways that until now were difficult to illustrate. Pupils can continue to use illustrations at home through the link I attach and use them in their homework preparation...(...)". These findings reinforce previous studies which have found that initial application of the digital teaching-learning is basic and integrated into current learning activity [22], and more importantly, the way it is integrated preserves existing traditional pedagogy [10]. That is, teachers’ perceptions regarding the implementation of digital teaching-learning focus on technology as a means to diversify existing teaching methods [14] as well in terms of access to information and educational materials on the web [7] and less as promoters of technological-pedagogical innovation.

The use of production and collaboration tools in this research was of mean prevalence, following the use of visual illustration and digital content tools, which many teachers use and consider being most meaningful in terms of integrating technology into teaching. The teachers use the collaboration tools as tools which encourage the creation of shared information and its presentation to groups or individuals. Sometimes collaboration occurs between the teacher and student, but in most cases the work is shared among all students in the class. Such tasks enable online sharing in an efficient and comfortable way between students from other schools, as was reported by two teachers: "Online work is done in groups so that each child has a role and each feels equal, as they have contributed their part according to their skills... (...) Collaborative learning is enabled thanks to the variety of tools that we have acquired. They allow us to use numerous new tools for presenting information and creating new knowledge for the teacher and students (...)". More can be learned from the teachers’ reports that the production and collaboration tools allow them to promote open and creative work more than just using visualization tools and digital content. These open, collaborative tools allow the teacher to create their own teaching activities according to their pedagogical needs and to enrich and diversify their work. The student is given the opportunity to learn actively, to create information and to share it with his colleagues and teachers. For example, teachers reported that: "Students are more active during lessons
and in the computer tasks they receive for homework (…) I encourage students to use various network applications that help create new information (…) I have created my own presentation showing works of artists. The students produce presentations inspired by what I have presented (…)".

Teachers who use collaboration and communication tools in their classroom are considerably advanced in their expertise of current technological-pedagogical thinking in the classroom when compared to teachers who do not use these tools. We believe this finding is the most significant indicator in this research. According to this, promoting significant digital teaching and learning is possible only when teachers encourage learners to act in a collaborative manner and to learn while interacting and socializing [3,4]. That is, cooperative learning is the key to quality learning in the digital age [21]. Therefore, to enable teachers to adopt such approaches, it is desirable to adapt the curriculum and methods of assessment in a way which promotes collaborative learning, encourages teachers to use these tools and enables the creation of meaningful social relationships, which assist the students in constructing new personal knowledge [23].

From the research, it is indicated that the effect of the program on the implementation of digital teaching-learning is already evident on the national level. That is, the educational system is presently at a point where most of the teachers are involved in the change process. According to Rogers model "Diffusion of Innovation" [18] the critical mass of teachers, called the early and late majority, is already involved in implementing a change. Only 16% of teachers are not yet using technological tools in their teaching. We believe that this is the time to promote the level of the implementation process and to encourage the necessary pedagogical attitude. The education system must continue to move beyond the first step of the implementation process into phase two. The system must continue to support the empowerment of teachers' professional development, support the classroom application process and set clear requirements regarding how the application is required and its quality in practice. Such clear requirements for such a trend may promote the expansion of its widespread change in additional groups of teachers, including new teachers entering the system [22]. The recommended pedagogical sphere is based on the assumption that teachers' professional knowledge is one which combines the best pedagogy, technological information and knowledge in the field of discipline [13,15].

Therefore, as a general rule, it is safe to say that teachers are not yet in the advanced second stage of using collaborative tools and structuring of knowledge tools provided by Web 2.0 technology, even though the schools where they work are in the first and second year of participation in the ICT program. Hence, one cannot expect to change the systemic nature of this directive within two years of program operation. However, it can be assumed that with time and with the acquisition of self-confidence among teachers about their ability to use the tools on the one hand, and their understanding of the added pedagogical value of using these tools on the other, it seems many examples of digital teaching-learning are optimized. For example, teachers reported that "For a large part of the lessons, I became a guiding teacher and the students became active in the learning process (…). The collaborative tools of Google Docs have significantly improved my instructions. The pupils are more dynamic in lessons; share their products with the class… less frontal teaching. The teachers in the team are partners in planning their teaching activities (…).". These examples illustrate the essence of meaningful learning, which is relevant to the world of students, encourages activity and creativity, promotes cooperation and dialogue between peers, enables learning outside the classroom, considers diversity and encourages inquisitive learning [9,10].

In summary, in examination of the extent of change combined in digital teaching-learning in schools through a comprehensive program that provides built-in equipment and training for teachers, a large-scale change occurred in teachers' classroom activity and in their perceptions of pedagogical essence, which is necessary for the integration of technology into teaching. But in that two-year time period, this remains only the initial change. These findings indicate that most teachers use technology as an addition to existing teaching-learning and do not implement a profound change that leads from traditional teaching to the digital teaching-learning application that enables meaningful learning. We assume that if the system continues to support the training of teachers in the next few years and succeeds in charting a pedagogical-appropriate way that is also consistent and systematic, a significant change could be expected in the nature of teachers' work in relation to the characteristics of digital learning-teaching.
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